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As a reminder, the specific objectives of WP3 are:
- O3.1: Define the platform specifications which will allow the platform to be useful to people in the
EU trying to improve their skills
- O3.2: Develop the platform and implement the data allowing training providers to improve their
offer based on users’ experiences
- O3.3: Ensure viral potential by reinforcing the user experience

Document purpose
This document has the purpose of defining the specifications of the application that will be
developed during this project, as well as defining possible paths of improvements.

Functional specifications describe a product's intended capabilities, appearance, and interactions

with users in detail for software developers.
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Introduction

Let us remember that this project is to build an OPEN-SOURCE PLATFORM FOR SKILLS
INTEGRATION IN A LEARNING, KNOWLEDGE AND CAREER PATHWAY

As such, it will have to allow users to manage learning (“training”), knowledge (“skills”)
and careers (“occupations”) in a structure that helps visualise them as a pathway (an
integrated set of elements that have self-cohesion) into any user’s profile.

The Machine Learning part of the application is managed as an optional feature which can
be enabled or disabled. When disabled, we use a procedural algorithm based on a set list of
criteria and a configured list of relevance/priorities.
When enabled, the application connects to the Machine Learning algorithm (running as a
Python daemon) through an API, which should be relatively transparent to the final user.

The main web application’s code will be available as the silkc-platform project, while the
Machine Learning API (and relevant model training code) will be available as the
silkc-machine-learning project. These are managed separately as they use different software
stacks, but they are both hosted under the same organisation space on Github.

Considering these are two software projects managed in a relatively independent manner,
they are described separately below.

Web application
The web application is the front end of the SILKC project. It enables users to create an
account, fill their profile with professional experiences, skills and past training information,
their dream job and search for relevant training to acquire the skills necessary for said dream
job.
It also allows other roles to use the platform to fill data, but the main user (the user we really
want to serve through the application) is the one searching for training opportunities.

Roles
We divide the intended capabilities by role. The platform offers 5 roles:

● Administrator, a person or team responsible for the continuous function of the
platform

● Institution, an institutional account for managing a training provider and the training
sessions they provide

● Final user, a user that is usually looking for changes in his/her career
● Recruiter user, a corporate account able to register job offers (vacancies) and search

the database of people (protecting their anonymity) with relevant skills

https://github.com/silkc/silkc-platform
https://github.com/silkc/silkc-machine-learning


Resources
Those roles need to access specific resources:

● User accounts: List of user accounts
● Skills (from ESCO): List of skills registered in the ESCO framework
● User skill sets
● Jobs (“occupations” from ESCO)
● Jobs histories
● Training
● Training histories
● Vacancies (job offers)
● Training recommendations

Some of these resources should also be distinguished, in terms of access, between the
resource for others and one’s own resources. See table below.

Actions
With that in mind, we can design a table of access to resources by roles, using the following
terminology of actions:

● Fu: Full access (read/create/modify/delete, usually limited to admins)
● Rd: Read (simple read access)

The following access types are presently unused but are considered for a future
implementation point:

● Cr: Create (simple creation access)
● Mo: Modify (simple update access)
● Rm: Remove (access to delete the resource)
● XR: Extended read (read access to related resources)



Access rules table

Resource\Role User Institution Recruiter Admin

User accounts - - - Fu

Own user account Fu Fu Fu Fu

Skills from ESCO Rd Rd Rd Rd

User skills sets Fu - Rd Fu

Professions from ESCO Rd Rd Rd Rd

Profession histories - Rd Rd Fu

Own professions history Fu - - Fu

Training Rd Rd Rd Fu

Own training - Fu - Fu

Training histories - Rd Rd Fu

Own training history Fu - - Fu

Vacancies Rd - Fu Fu

Training recommendations Rd Rd Rd Rd

For cohesion, all resources managed by the platform should have at least one role with Full
access (Fu). However, skills and jobs imported from ESCO are intentionally locked in place,
as we want, in the context of this project, to strictly follow the ESCO framework provided by
the European Commission.



Intended capabilities
The application was initially described by Haikara (the project leader) with the support of this
diagram, to explain the whole application and sets of input/output we would need to achieve
the goals of the project.

In this schema, a “learner” fills its details into the system (including jobs history and past
learning experiences), and institutions fill details on available training opportunities. The
skills framework is used from an external source and allows for skills to be linked to jobs
definitions.
This data gets processed into the application and, when searching for a particular dream
job’s requirement, an AI (Machine Learning) algorithm processes this information and
provides the user with the best possible list of training available to him/her.

The following are descriptions of the intended capabilities by user role.

Final user experience description
The final user, Sam, first comes to the platform anonymously to try it out. He gets on the
homepage and can immediately search for a given dream job or a missing skill. He gets
usable results, but they might feel a bit “too anonymous” as he gets recommendations for



training opportunities that are far away, too expensive, not in his language, or simply that
offer to learn skills he already has. A message invites him to create an account and to
complete his profile to get better results.

Sam creates an account on the platform. He confirms his email before getting access.
He is invited (not mandatory) to fill his profile (including a rough location and his age),
which includes previous and current job, training he’s followed in the past, and maybe skills
he believes he has but for which he has no official credentials. Sam’s experience filling these
is as easy as possible. A progress bar helps him get an understanding of how long the
process might last.

Sam then registers his dream job: he’s been working as an electrician and now wants to
develop as an astronaut. He doesn’t have a clear idea on how to get there, but by inputting
his dream job, Sam can now simply click “Search training” and get a list of recommended
training that are close by, accessible and that focus on the skills he is missing.

Now Sam has a better visibility for his career change and can start planning!

Institutional user experience description
Cynthia represents a training provider. Her institution is always looking for new ways to
promote their training as more students mean they could develop better and more relevant
training faster.
She heard about SILKC and decided to try it out. She tried it as a final user and found that
her institutions’ training offers were not available in the results.
She creates an account and confirms her email. She then connects and the application
invites her to complete her institutional profile: the address of the institution, a contact
point and little more information. Then she can start registering training opportunities at
her institution.
She registers the first training (description, price, location, dates, etc), which takes some
time. The application invites her to describe which skills will be acquired by learners
achieving the objectives. To help, the application offers a searchable list of jobs and, when
she selects one, shows a list of related skills. Now all she has to do to finish registering the
training is to confirm which skills will be acquired. Once this is done, the training will need to
go through an administrator’s validation, but this shouldn’t take long. As soon as the training
is validated, it will appear in the search results for other people interested.
A few days later, she starts receiving emails of interest in the training.

Three weeks later, she returns to the application because the training has ended and so it
stopped appearing in the results, but another session will open soon. She checks the list of
training she registered before, simply clicks the “Clone” button and only changes the dates
and clicks publish. Done. Now the new training session will appear in search results again.



Recruiter user experience description
Bertha works in the HR department of a large company. She regularly struggles to find
people with the right skills for the most complex vacancies.
She heard that SILKC can help her find candidates based on their skills, so she decides to
give it a go. She creates an account as a recruiter, confirms the email, completes her
profile and opens a new vacancy.
She describes the vacancy, then specifies all the skills she is looking for. When she’s done
listing them all, she checks a special section that tells her how many people on the platform
have all these skills, and how many of them are open to job offers. If no one has the full set
of required skills, she can always tune down her requirements a little and check if anyone
has all the skills “minus one”. She finds that by removing one specific skill, she gets a list of
24 candidates open to job offers. Great! Now she can publish the offer. Because SILKC
has very high standards of privacy, she cannot know whom the email will be sent to, but she
knows 24 people will get the email, and that her contact details are in the same email, so
surely she will start receiving candidates soon!

Administrator user experience description
Erick is the administrator. He gets to check if everything is OK with the platform. He receives
emails from time to time from unhappy users who feel they received a recommendation for a
training that is not really a training, more like a SPAM advertisement. So he checks the
details and, if he finds this is true, he will freeze the corresponding institution’s account and
ask for details.
He might also need to check on the latest user accounts created, just in case there would be
a big increase in SPAM accounts. Erick’s job is made easy by simple administration screens
in his profile. He even has a “To do tasks” interface where he can check his pending tasks.



Database specifications
We will use a relational database, with the following relations (zoom in for details).

The relational database will be designed following the normalisation principles to avoid
unnecessary duplication of data and improve speed. Data structure will be modified during
the project if necessary based on feedback provided by UniVPM regarding the optimal data
input to the Machine Learning algorithm.

The data dictionary is maintained on the data dictionary wiki page (12 pages).

In short:
● Users can get associated with occupations, skills, training, activities, feedback and

their search history.
● Training can be associated with skills, users, user activities and feedback from

previous users.
● Positions (vacancies) can be associated with skills. At this time, we don’t keep track

of users answering a specific vacancy.
● Skills and occupations are just “dictionary resources”. They are there to be

associated with other resources.

Appearance and interactions
The design of the application is described in the Design Study document in appendix.
It is meant to be easy to use, and as such maximise the usefulness of web components
(providing auto-completion, intuitive icons for actions, and fluid interactions providing

https://github.com/silkc/silkc-platform/wiki/Data-dictionary


immediate feedback), while providing a clean interface with as few elements as possible to
get the job done efficiently.

For screenshots of the current application, please check our user guides section on our wiki
(25 pages of documented screenshots).

User interactions are visually described in our mockups.

Mockups

https://github.com/silkc/silkc-platform/wiki
https://survey.silkc-project.website/mockup/index.html#home_page
























Machine Learning API
The Machine Learning API works as a script to be called manually (on the command line) for
the execution of the model training, and as a Python daemon when launched, with open
permissions (it only allows one to query the model and obtain a prediction, so no particular
permissions have to be set up at this time).
The web application simply calls the host providing the API on port 5000 with a number of
parameters (mainly the set of skills to find a matching training for) and obtains in return a
prediction as a list of best suited training sessions to offer users.

Technical Requirements
Software

Package Motivation Version

pandas Data representation from database into data structure
that can be used for the training and for the inference

1.3.4

numpy Package required from the machine learning package 1.21.1

scikit-learn Package that contains ready to use ML models. 1.0.1



mysql-connecto Package for the connection the MySQL database latest

flask Package used for the creation of the server for the API latest

flask-restfull Package used for the construction of the code of API latest

Hardware

The code that release the API for the ML model is tested on that hardware:
- CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-10875H CPU @ 2.30GHz   2.30 GHz
- RAM: 64,0 GB
- OS: Windows 11 Pro with Windows Subsistem for Linux (based on Ubuntu 18.04)

Data exchanges specifications
The API accept, based on POST exchange, a JSON data structure with a structure:

- Model: the model selected, at the moment the model that can be used is called total.
- Input: the input for the ML model; this keyword require a sub-structure which is

defined as nested JSON where each is the skill id with the key structure:
“skill_skillID” (example: “skill_2264”)

The output of the API is a JSON with a structure that contains:
- Status: the response status for the API result
- Response: the response of the API, that is adapted to the request type:

- Training request : the response contains:
- Message: the string that explain the status code
- Model_path: the path where the trained model is saved

- Inference request:
- Message : the string that explain the status code
- Result: a list that contains a list where the first value is the trainingID

and the second value is the probability that this trainingID is what can
be usefull for the user.

- Inference_time: the time required from the model to get the response
- Score: a key that contains a dictionary which give explanation about

the metrics for the model: hamming loss and accuracy

Status code

Code Description Stage

201 Model created correctly and trained Training

404 Model not created because the data does not exist or
permission denied

Training



200 Classification executed correctly Inference

406 Inference not possible because:
- Model required not exist
- The input is not what the model expect
- The model is not specified

Inference

Model training process

Model
The model is based on the DecisionTree algorithm. In the training stages the best parameter
where selected and optimized based on the data that is used for training.
With the optimization algorithm based on RandomSearch the model was trained with the use
of the OneVSAll configuration. The OneVSAll configuration permits the use of binary
classification on multiple different classes, where a class is the ID of the training course
inside the DB.

Data Preparation
The data used by the model for the training stage is extracted from the DB. In particular with
the use of the query:

SELECT Training.id AS training_id, IFNULL(TS.skill_id, 0) AS
skill_id, User.id AS user_id, " + \

"IF(US.id IS NOT NULL OR SQ1.trainings_ids IS NOT NULL OR
SQ2.occupations_ids IS NOT NULL, 1, 0) AS is_acquired, " + \

"IF(US.id IS NOT NULL, 1, 0) AS is_acquired_by_skill, " + \
"IF(SQ1.trainings_ids IS NOT NULL, 1, 0) AS

is_acquired_by_training, " + \
"IF(SQ1.trainings_ids IS NOT NULL, SQ1.trainings_ids, 0) AS

skill_acquired_by_training_ids, " + \
"IF(SQ2.occupations_ids IS NOT NULL, 1, 0) AS

is_acquired_by_occupation, " + \
"IF(SQ2.occupations_ids IS NOT NULL, SQ2.occupations_ids, 0)

AS acquired_by_occupation_ids, " + \
"User.date_of_birth, User.address,

User.professional_experience, User.longitude, User.latitude " + \
"FROM training AS Training " + \
"LEFT JOIN training_skill AS TS ON TS.training_id =

Training.id CROSS JOIN user AS User LEFT JOIN user_skill AS US ON
US.user_id = User.id AND US.skill_id = TS.skill_id LEFT JOIN (" +
\

"SELECT " + \
"UT.user_id," + \
"TS.skill_id,"  + \



"GROUP_CONCAT(DISTINCT(UT.training_id)) AS trainings_ids "
+ \

"FROM user_training AS UT " + \
"INNER JOIN training_skill AS TS ON TS.training_id =

UT.training_id AND TS.is_to_acquire = 1 " + \
"WHERE UT.is_followed = 1 " + \
"GROUP BY UT.user_id, TS.skill_id " + \

") AS SQ1 ON SQ1.user_id = User.id AND SQ1.skill_id = TS.skill_id
LEFT JOIN (" + \

"SELECT " + \
"UO.user_id," + \
"OS.skill_id,"  + \
"GROUP_CONCAT(DISTINCT(UO.occupation_id)) AS

occupations_ids " + \
"FROM user_occupation AS UO " + \
"LEFT JOIN occupation_skill AS OS ON OS.occupation_id =

UO.occupation_id AND OS.skill_type = 'skill/competence' AND
OS.relation_type = 'essential' " + \

"WHERE (UO.is_current = 1 OR UO.is_previous = 1) AND OS.id IS
NOT NULL " + \

"GROUP BY UO.user_id, OS.skill_id " + \
") AS SQ2 ON SQ2.user_id = User.id AND SQ2.skill_id = TS.skill_id
ORDER BY Training.id, TS.skill_id, User.id

This query permits to obtain information connected between users, training ID already used
from users, skills and occupation.
The data obtained from that query are represented in python with the use of the DataFrame
structure (from the pandas package). Inside this structure the training ID column becomes
the column that is used as a label for the classification. To be more precise, the label for the
classification was created by a manipulation of the query result that for each skill creates a
new column, where there is a 1 if the ID is used 0 otherwise, on the same row and that
allows to use all the skill ID as training data with the user ID.

The dataset obtained is used from the training of the algorithm and allows to obtain, at the
end, the model saved in a binary format to be used for the inference.

Metrics
The metrics used for the evaluation of the model are:

- Accuracy: is the number of correctly predicted data points out of all the data points.
More formally, it is defined as the number of true positives and true negatives divided
by the number of true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives.

- Hamming loss : is the fraction of labels that are incorrectly predicted, i.e., the
fraction of the wrong labels to the total number of labels.


